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JOVIAN FIXED SHOWER OUTLET 

code 

2125.043A

Sleek, artistic and functional. Jovian’s intense lines and distinctly European
looking design will transform your bathroom or kitchen into the creative space
you want it to be. Clever engineering ensures premium performance without
compromising on aesthetic beauty. Our Jovian Collection is perfect for any
modern home where style is celebrated.

JOVIAN RAIL SHOWER WITH OVERHEAD 

code 

2126.043A

Sleek, artistic and functional. Jovian’s intense lines and distinctly European
looking design will transform your bathroom or kitchen into the creative space
you want it to be. Clever engineering ensures premium performance without
compromising on aesthetic beauty. Our Jovian Collection is perfect for any
modern home where style is celebrated.

JOVIAN SHOWER SYSTEM 

code 

2128.043A

Sleek, artistic and functional. Jovian’s intense lines and distinctly European
looking design will transform your bathroom or kitchen into the creative space
you want it to be. Clever engineering ensures premium performance without
compromising on aesthetic beauty. Our Jovian Collection is perfect for any
modern home where style is celebrated.

DORF & CAROMA SHOWER COLLECTION



EPIC FIXED WALL STRAIGHT SHOWER 

code 

6406.043A

Bold, assured and stylish. Epic’s sculptured, soft curves take inspiration from
Europe, delivered with detailed and quality Australian design and engineering. At
home in any designer bathroom or kitchen, the Epic Collection is built tough
enough for everyday rigors.

EPIC FIXED WALL UPSWEPT SHOWER 

code 

6407.043A

Bold, assured and stylish. Epic’s sculptured, soft curves take inspiration from
Europe, delivered with detailed and quality Australian design and engineering. At
home in any designer bathroom or kitchen, the Epic Collection is built tough
enough for everyday rigors.

VILLA MULTIFUNCTION RAIL SHOWER 

code 

6907.043A

Villa’s signature angles are softened by its flattened, rounded lines, creating
simple, enduring looks and a tangible sense of quality. The unique paddle slider
adjusts the height with superior ease for versatile usage. Villa is ideal for
refreshing traditional or classic bathrooms.

URBANE MULTIFUNCTION ADJUSTABLE SHOWER 

code 

98599C3A

With its fresh and unassuming design, the new Urbane showers range easily
delivers understated elegance to a contemporary bathroom space. Perfectly
paired to the stylish Urbane tapware, basins, bath and toilet suites, the on trend
bathroom solution is the first of its kind from Caroma.



PIN MULTIFUNCTION ADJUSTABLE WALL SHOWER BLACK 

code 

87259B3A

Add a striking accent of black or white in the bathroom with Caroma Pin. Its
refined, slim-line design is complemented with a highlight of either a black or
white on the showerhead, for a simple, yet graphic effect. Or go classic with
standard chrome.

PIN MULTIFUNCTION ADJUSTABLE WALL SHOWER CHROME 

code 

87259C3A

Add a striking accent of black or white in the bathroom with Caroma Pin. Its
refined, slim-line design is complemented with a highlight of either a black or
white on the showerhead, for a simple, yet graphic effect. Or go classic with
standard chrome.

PIN MULTIFUNCTION ADJUSTABLE WALL SHOWER WHITE 

code 

87259W3A

Add a striking accent of black or white in the bathroom with Caroma Pin. Its
refined, slim-line design is complemented with a highlight of either a black or
white on the showerhead, for a simple, yet graphic effect. Or go classic with
standard chrome.

LIANO NEXUS MULTIFUNCTION RAIL SHOWER BLACK 

code 

91053B3A

Stunning and sophisticated in design, the new range of black Liano Nexus
showers make a stylish statement in any bathroom. Following the latest design
trends with smooth, clean lines, the Liano Nexus showers offer a contemporary
appearance that complements the complete Liano collection.



LUMINOUS LED DROP RAIL SHOWER WITH OVERHEAD 

code 

9260.043A

Introducing Luminous - innovative and luxurious, with technologically advanced
features such as a dramatic, LED illuminated showerhead. The result is a
sublimely indulgent showering experience unlike any other. The Luminous range
includes options for a variety of preferences.

LUMINOUS LED ROUND RAIL SHOWER WITH OVERHEAD 

code 

9265.043A

Introducing Luminous - innovative and luxurious, with technologically advanced
features such as a dramatic, LED illuminated showerhead. The result is a
sublimely indulgent showering experience unlike any other. The Luminous range
includes options for a variety of preferences.

LUMINOUS ROUND RAIN SHOWER HEAD 

code 

9275.043A

Introducing Luminous - innovative and luxurious, with technologically advanced
features such as a dramatic, LED illuminated showerhead. The result is a
sublimely indulgent showering experience unlike any other. The Luminous range
includes options for a variety of preferences.

LUMINOUS SQUARE RAIN SHOWER HEAD 

code 

9276.043A

Introducing Luminous - innovative and luxurious, with technologically advanced
features such as a dramatic, LED illuminated showerhead. The result is a
sublimely indulgent showering experience unlike any other. The Luminous range
includes options for a variety of preferences.



ILLUSION MULTIFUNCTION RAIL SHOWER WITH OVERHEAD 

code 

9278.043A

Dorf continues the legacy of creative Australian design with Illusion; the dual-
function overhead rain shower that converts into a handshower. This dynamic
and unexpectedly unique design is flexible to the needs of the entire household
and its simple installation transforms any shower into your own personal retreat.

URBANE MULTIFUNCTION RAIL SHOWER BLACK 

code 

98588B3A

With its fresh and unassuming design, the stunning new black Urbane showers
range easily delivers style and elegance to a contemporary bathroom space.
Perfectly paired to the stylish Urbane tapware, basins, bath and toilet suites, this
is an on trend bathroom solution from Caroma.

URBANE MULTIFUNCTION RAIL SHOWER 

code 

98588C3A

With its fresh and unassuming design, the new Urbane showers range easily
delivers understated elegance to a contemporary bathroom space. Perfectly
paired to the stylish Urbane tapware, basins, bath and toilet suites, the on trend
bathroom solution is the first of its kind from Caroma.

URBANE MULTIFUNCTION HAND SHOWER BLACK 

code 

98593B3A

With its fresh and unassuming design, the stunning new black Urbane showers
range easily delivers style and elegance to a contemporary bathroom space.
Perfectly paired to the stylish Urbane tapware, basins, bath and toilet suites, this
is an on trend bathroom solution from Caroma.

A number of brands and products on this page are the subject of registered trade marks, register designs and/or registered patents.
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